
For more information, please contact your Amwins broker.

Bringing Speed and Simplicity to Small Professional Lines Accounts the Amwins Way

Quoting professional lines coverage can be time consuming and inefficient. At Amwins, we’re dedicated to finding 
solutions that help you work smarter without working harder. Our professional lines quoting platform streamlines the 
process getting firm quotes from multiple carriers into your hands within a matter of minutes.

For retail brokers appointed with Amwins, we occasionally need a little more information to ensure 
we have your record correct in our system. If this happens to you, please follow the platform prompts 
regarding next steps.

             Who’s it for?

 Small and middle-market businesses with up to 
$100M in revenue.

     Available to businesses in every state and most 
industries.

     Not sure if your risk fits the portal appetite? No 
problem! We address prohibited classes early in 
the process, so you don’t waste time providing 
details for ineligible risks.                  

             The Amwins Advantage

We have direct trading relationships with the carriers 
utilized in the platform. As the nation’s largest 
wholesale broker, we leverage our scale with these 
carriers to your benefit.

     Automatically added, pre-negotiated amendatory             
     endorsements that enhance coverage.
     Cyber capacity with no MFA
     requirements.
     Assistance with claims.

Our professional lines platform is constantly evolving 
with new carriers, lines of coverage, and exclusive 
features making Amwins your go-to resource for 
digital placements

How does it work?

Throughout the whole process, your Amwins broker 
is available to provide expertise, best-in-class 
service and other specialized solutions to solve 
your client’s unique needs.

 Amwins’ retail partners log in to our platform and 
complete one unified set of questions applicable 
to all markets, rather than pages of questions for 
each individual market.

 Quotes from multiple carriers are generated 
instantly with the ability to review and filter by 
limit and retention. Think Expedia for insurance!

 Download pre-filled carrier specific applications, 
forms and proposals to share with insureds.

 Request to bind with one click!

Amwins InstantQuote
Professional Lines Solutions on Amwins IQ

Start Quoting Today!

              amwins.com/quote-online

First time logging in?  Click here for instructions 
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View our digital markets

https://www.amwins.com/solutions/brokerage/professional-lines/digital-markets
https://www.amwins.com/docs/default-source/external-linked-documents/Professional-Lines-Platform-Login-Instructions.pdf

